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The Tunis Agenda (Implementation & followup , para 108109) foresees that multistakeholder
implementation will follow the WSIS themes and action lines:
a) What might be a good model for conceptualising the work on each action line (i.e. multistakeholder
teams)?
Mix team with themes (not a team for onely an action line)
Do a generalist team with few specialists
Adopt an inclusive attitude
b) What are key issues that might best be addressed by such teams?
Be collective with modern support (Intenet, web conference, peer to peer TV...)
c) How can synergies within and among the actionlines be enhanced?
Think horizontal and encourage multistakeholders for multiaction lines in multiplaces
Every countrie must participe et organize micro local summit with one ou several themes
Think global and do local
d) How might linkages be made to followup on Internet governance?( e.g. with regard to potential
common areas of concern such as universal access and reduction in costs)?
See governance through multilinguism
In the context of multistakeholder implementation, UN agencies have been nominated as
moderators/facilitators for each WSIS action line.
a) What do see as key responsibilities of the facilitators? (see draft TOR) Should additional
moderators/facilitators be added to the list and if so how should they be identified?
Encourage the action work (concrete and ground action)
Additionnal moderator belonging at the Civil Society, in preference

b) Work will likely involve a combination of online sharing and collaboration and meetings. What
outcome would you expect from a meeting of the moderators/ facilitators of the actionlines?
Back office and reporting work
c) What might be innovative ways of reporting on progress, and sharing information on key challenges
and priorities for implementation? How might results be tracked ?
With modern and reactive support (webconference, peer to peer TV with interview, reportage and
debriefing about collaboration and meeting : work on line !)
The Tunis Agenda has a strong development focus.
a) How can developing country participation be
enhanced?
Organize meeting in theirs countries with sponsoring, mecenat or cooperation with north countries : for
example one north country help to organize one south country (1)
b) In what ways could the multistakeholder implementation process contribute to facilitating action at
the national level, e.g. capacitybuilding and innovation in policy and/or implementation?
Multi stakeholders is an inclusive process which involve dialog and respect. (1)
c) How might the mainstreaming of ICT into other priority development interventions and
programmes be facilitated?
Meet people in theirs territories and ask them how they live with or within Internet (1)

Other
Do you have any other comments, suggestions or questions that should be
addressed?
(1)
We encourage the organisation of the World Forum on Digital SolidartiES (cf Viola Krebs and Francis
Muguet)
And we suggest to replicate this initiative as often as possible in every part of the world
This project already has been proposed on the prepcom of Hammamet (june 2004)
World Tour of Information Society : Partnerships for a New World.
Introduction http://www.wtis.org/indexuk.html
Media release http://www.wtis.org/DOCS/plaquettetouren.pdf
Shematics of a stopover : http://www.wtis.org/DOCS/schemestopoverV11en.pdf or
http://www.wtis.org/DOCS/schemaetapeV11.pdf

